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December 2022

AP Automation: Transportation Companies 
Innovate To Drive Growth, a PYMNTS and 
Routable collaboration, is based on the 
findings of a survey of 51 transportation, 
shipping and logistics executives that 
was conducted from Feb. 15 to March 
2. Respondents were asked about their 
plans to automate their AP platforms and 
how automation can aid companies’ long-
term growth. We examine the challenges 
companies face when processing large 
volumes of payables and reveal how 
platform innovations could help.
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These are just a few of the key findings in AP Automation: 
Transportation Companies Innovate To Drive Growth, a PYMNTS 
and Routable collaboration. We surveyed 51 executives from trans-
portation, shipping and logistics companies from Feb. 15 to March 
2 about their plans to automate their AP platforms to aid in long-
term growth. We examine the challenges these companies face in 
processing large volumes of payables and reveal how AP platform 
innovations could help overcome them.

This is what we learned.

Introduction

Transportation, shipping and logistics companies have been essen-
tial to the rise of eCommerce, and in the almost three years since 
the pandemic started, their role has grown even more important. 
Amid soaring demand, these businesses have recognized the need 
to upgrade and innovate their accounts payable (AP) systems to 
ensure that supplier and vendor payments are sent reliably, effi-
ciently and in the expected manner. 

These companies are already processing payables at high volumes 
— 71% process an average of at least 1,000 payables each month, 
and 72% of those businesses expect their payables to rise by 11% 
or more over the next three years. With this much volume, manu-
ally writing and mailing checks simply is not a viable solution. Most 
of these companies recognize that AP innovation is the key to over-
coming the limitations of their current systems.
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Transportation and logistics compa-
nies expect their monthly AP volumes 
to steadily increase over the next 
three years.

Paying vendors in their preferred 
currencies remains a significant 
payments challenge for transportation 
and logistics companies.
Overall, 26% of transportation and logistics companies say 
it is a challenge to pay vendors in the currencies they pre-
fer, and 14% identified this as their biggest challenge. The 
challenges that plague transportation and logistics compa-
nies the most tend to involve interacting with and paying 
vendors. Another challenge often encountered is a lack of 
sufficient payment options within vendors’ platforms: 24% 
of these companies cite this as a problem, and 12% report 
it as their biggest challenge. The companies recognize that 
to sustain strong relationships with vendors, their payments 
platforms must operate efficiently and be ready to handle 
anticipated growth. In addition, 18% of transportation and 
logistics companies overall identified issues with payments 
visibility and transparency, while 6% identified lack of visibil-
ity within their payment platforms as the biggest challenge 
they face.

Thirty-one percent of transportation and logistics compa-
nies process an average of 1,000 to 2,499 monthly payables, 
and 39% process 2,500 or more payables each month. 
These already-high volumes are slated to increase as well. 
Seventy-two percent of the companies processing these 
volumes forecast that their monthly AP transactions will rise 
by at least 11% over the next three years, and 28% predict 
their volumes will rise less than 10% during that time frame. 
These companies recognize that they must prepare them-
selves to accommodate the forecasted growth. 
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The transportation and logistics businesses that consider 
automated AP systems as highly important are less likely to 
be satisfied with the performance of their existing AP sys-
tems. These companies recognize that they need efficient 
AP systems to sustain strong ties with vendors and posi-
tion themselves for success. Of these companies, only 33% 
are very or extremely satisfied with their AP systems’ per-
formance. All transportation and logistics companies that 
identified payment visibility and transparency issues as a key 
challenge consider AP automation to be highly important. 

Among the transportation companies 
that identify insufficient payment 
options as their most significant 
challenge, 67% say automated AP 
systems are highly important.

Transportation and logistics companies 
that struggle with invoice approvals and 
lack of payment transparency ascribe the 
highest importance to AP innovations.
Overall, 41% of transportation and logistics companies con-
sider AP platform innovations to be a more urgent priority 
than addressing some other issues in their organizations. 
Fifty-five percent of these businesses say AP innovations 
are important for their organizations but are not their top 
priority. Just 3.9% say that AP innovations are their least 
important priority. In addition, three-quarters of transporta-
tion and logistics companies say it is a priority for them to 
address their invoice processing problems.

© 2022 PYMNTS All Rights Reserved
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For 65% of transportation and logistics com-
panies that are planning to innovate their 
AP systems, improved visibility and trans-
parency of payments is an expected result.
The greatest improvement CFOs at transportation and logis-
tics companies expect to realize from AP innovation is an 
improved relationship with vendors, with 83% citing this. 
Seventy-eight percent expect payments to get faster, and 
52% expect to have a greater ability to pay vendors in their 
preferred currencies. Forty-eight percent of transporta-
tion and logistics company CFOs expect their ability to pay 
vendors with their preferred payment methods to improve 
because of AP platform innovation.
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Transportation and logistics companies already process high volumes 
of payables each month, and they expect their payables to increase 
even more: 57% of firms forecast a rise of between 11% and 30% during 
the next three years, and another 15% expect volumes to spike 31% to 
50%. Meanwhile, 28% of these businesses expect an increase of less 
than 10%. 

The pressure these high volumes put on company operations under-
scores the value of automated platforms. Forty-nine percent of 
transportation and logistics companies say AP automation is very or 
extremely important for handling increases in monthly payables, while 
51% view automated platforms as slightly or somewhat important.

The companies in this sector have a generally favorable view of how 
their AP platforms handle high volumes of payables. Fifty-one percent 
say they are very or extremely satisfied with their platforms, and 49% 
say they are slightly or somewhat satisfied. 

Continuing 
the rapid pace 
of growth

The more automated a company’s process is, the more likely it is that 
their executives will be satisfied with their AP platforms. Among com-
panies with an automated or mostly automated process, 61% are very 
or extremely satisfied with how their platforms process monthly pay-
ables, while 39% are slightly or somewhat satisfied. 

Among companies with AP platforms that are evenly divided between 
manual and automated processes, 48% are very or extremely satis-
fied, and 52% are slightly or somewhat satisfied. But at companies with 
mostly or completely manual processes, all the executives in our sur-
vey say they are just slightly or somewhat satisfied. None were highly 
satisfied.

39.2% 0000000039
2,500 or more

29.4% 0000000029

500 to 999

31.4% 0000000031

1,000 to 2,499

Figure 1A: 

High volumes and 
high expectations
Average number of monthly payables for 
transportation, shipping and logistics 
companies 

Source: PYMNTS  
AP Automation: Transportation Companies 
Innovate To Drive Growth, December 2022 

N = 51: Transportation, logistics and shipping 
companies, fielded Feb. 15, 2022 – March 2, 2022
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49.0%0000000049
Very or extremely important

0.0%
Not at all important

51.0%0000000051
Slightly or somewhat important 

Figure 1C: 

High volumes and 
high expectations
Share of transportation, shipping and 
logistics companies citing how important 
automation is for increasing their AP 
platforms’ processing capacity

Source: PYMNTS  
AP Automation: Transportation Companies 
Innovate To Drive Growth, December 2022 

N = 51: Transportation, logistics and shipping 
companies, fielded Feb. 15, 2022 – March 2, 2022

27.7% 0000000027

Less than 10%

14.9% 0000000015

Between 31% and 50%

57.4%0000000057
Between 11% and 30% 

Figure 1B: 

High volumes and 
high expectations
Share of transportation, shipping and 
logistics companies that expect increases 
in the number of payables made via AP 
platforms during the next three years

Source: PYMNTS  
AP Automation: Transportation Companies  
Innovate To Drive Growth, December 2022 

N = 47: Transportation, logistics and shipping companies 
that expect an increase in the number of payables over the 

next three years, fielded Feb. 15, 2022 – March 2, 2022

Figure 1E: 

High volumes and 
high expectations
Share of transportation, shipping and 
logistics companies citing their satisfaction 
with their AP platforms’ handling of 
monthly payables, by level of automation of 
AP-related functions

Source: PYMNTS  
AP Automation: Transportation Companies 
Innovate To Drive Growth, December 2022 

N = 51: Transportation, logistics and shipping 
companies, fielded Feb. 15, 2022 – March 2, 2022
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0000000078
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automated processes
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48.0%
52.0%
0000000071
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51.0%0000000051
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0.0%
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49.0%0000000049
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Figure 1D: 

High volumes and 
high expectations
Share of transportation, shipping and 
logistics companies citing their satisfaction 
with their AP platforms’ handling of 
monthly payables

Source: PYMNTS  
AP Automation: Transportation Companies 
Innovate To Drive Growth, December 2022 

N = 51: Transportation, logistics and shipping 
companies, fielded Feb. 15, 2022 – March 2, 2022
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To ensure that their AP platforms work as intended, transportation 
and logistics companies must resolve any problems, such as inefficient 
communications with vendors or delays in getting invoices approved.

Fourteen percent of these companies say their most significant chal-
lenge stems from insufficient or inefficient communications between 
their AP platforms and vendors. Overall, 12% of transportation and 
logistics businesses are plagued by difficulties receiving the neces-
sary approval for invoice payments, and 7.8% cite this as their biggest 
challenge.

The many 
challenges that 
get in the way of 
processing payables Visibility and transparency of payments processes is a problem for 

18% of transportation and logistics companies, with 5.9% calling this 
the biggest problem they face. Fourteen percent of the businesses in 
this market say they must contend with the slow processing of man-
ual payments, with 5.9% citing this as the biggest problem confronting 
their AP operations. 

Additional problems include lost or missing invoices, which were cited 
by 12% of businesses; problems onboarding new vendors, which were 
cited by 10%; and delayed payments to vendors for products or ser-
vices that have not been delivered, which impact 7.8% of transportation 
and logistics companies. For each of these issues, 5.9% of companies 
say it is the biggest problem they face.

© 2021 PYMNTS All Rights Reserved
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Share of transportation and logistics businesses citing specific problems, by level of importance

Figure 2: 

Transportation companies’ persistent payment problems 
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Source: PYMNTS  
AP Automation: Transportation Companies  
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N = 51: Transportation, logistics and shipping  
compnies, fielded Feb. 15, 2022 – March 2, 2022
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Transportation and logistics companies tend to regard AP platform 
innovation as the solution for the shortcomings they have identified in 
their platforms. For example, 67% of transportation and logistics com-
panies that identify insufficient payment options as a key challenge 
say it is very or extremely important to have automated AP platforms 
that can handle increasing payables volume. At the same time, 67% 
of these companies are no more than moderately or slightly satisfied 
with their systems. Just 33% are very or extremely satisfied.

Moreover, 29% of transportation and logistics companies that cited 
inefficient communications with vendors as a key challenge say auto-
mation is very or extremely important to increasing their volume of 
monthly payables. Similarly, 29% of businesses are just moderately or 
slightly satisfied with their systems, while 71% are very or extremely 
satisfied.

PYMNTS’ findings also underscore the recognition among the most 
successful companies that they must have efficient and effective AP 
operations to sustain their competitive position.

The importance 
of platform 
automation in fixing 
AP systems’ flaws

© 2022 PYMNTS All Rights Reserved

Source: PYMNTS  
AP Automation: Transportation Companies Innovate To 

Drive Growth, December 2022 
N = 51: Transportation, logistics and shipping  

companies, fielded Feb. 15, 2022 – March 2, 2022

Transportation, logistics and shipping companies’ top five challenges, by importance of 
automated AP platforms for increasing capacity of payables processing

Figure 3A: 

Why automated platforms matter
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Source: PYMNTS  
AP Automation: Transportation Companies Innovate To 

Drive Growth, December 2022 
N = 51: Transportation, logistics and shipping  

companies, fielded Feb. 15, 2022 – March 2, 2022

Transportation, logistics and shipping companies’ top five challenges, by satisfaction 
with AP platforms

Figure 3B: 

Why automated platforms matter
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of transportation and logistics companies that identify  
insufficient payment options as a key challenge believe  
automated AP platforms are very or extremely important.

67%
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Seventy-five percent of the transportation and logistics businesses that 
struggle with getting invoices approved for payment consider resolving 
their invoice issues to be an urgent priority, while 25% consider it one 
of their more significant priorities. 

Companies in this market generally agree that they need to respond to 
the challenges raised by inefficient or insufficient AP automation, but 
they differ in the importance placed on addressing these challenges.

Sixty-seven percent of businesses that face issues with the visibil-
ity and transparency of payments think addressing this problem is an 
urgent priority; 33% say it is important, but not as important as other 
issues. These companies believe that to succeed, they must resolve 
any lingering inefficiencies in their AP platforms.

The problems AP 
innovation can fix

Fifty percent of transportation and logistics companies say their efforts 
to resolve their insufficient payment options are more important than 
some of their other priorities, while another 50% say these efforts are 
important but not necessarily the most important. 

By contrast, 29% of businesses that identified inefficient communica-
tion with vendors say AP innovation is more important than at least 
some of their other challenges. Similarly, 29% of companies say the 
inability to make payments in vendors’ preferred currencies is more 
important than at least some other innovation priorities.

Source: PYMNTS  
AP Automation: Transportation Companies Innovate To 

Drive Growth, December 2022 
N = 51: Transportation, logistics and shipping  

companies, fielded Feb. 15, 2022 – March 2, 2022

Share of transportation, shipping and logistics companies citing the importance of AP 
innovations compared to other priorities, by top five challenges

Figure 4: 

How AP innovations may benefit businesses
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AP innovation in the 
years ahead
Overall, 45% of transportation and logistics companies have decided 
to innovate their AP platforms over the next three years, and 3.9% 
have already begun the innovation process. Among the companies that 
have decided to innovate their AP platforms, 18% plan to get started 
in the next six months and 14% say their efforts will begin in the next 
12 months.

Twenty-two percent of transportation and logistics companies do not 
plan to innovate their AP platforms in the next three years, while 33% 
have yet to decide whether they will make any innovations at all. 

3.9% 0000000004

Currently innovating
9.8% 0000000010

Plan to start innovating in the next  
three years

13.7% 0000000014

Plan to start innovating in the next  
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33.3% 0000000033

Have not decided to innovate

17.6% 0000000018

Plan to start innovating in the next  
six months

21.6% 0000000022

Decided not to innovate in the next  
three years

Figure 5A: 

Looking at the future of AP platform innovation
Share of transportation, shipping and logistics companies citing select plans to innovate 
automated systems to improve overall AP capabilities during the next three years

Source: PYMNTS  
Accounts Payable Automation: Why Gig Economy Companies See Payables Innovation As Key To Success, December 2022 

N = 51: Transportation, logistics and shipping companies, fielded Feb. 15, 2022 – March 2, 2022

CFOs at transportation and logistics companies anticipate a host of 
benefits as they begin to evaluate and implement new AP solutions. 
Eighty-three percent say the innovations will improve their relation-
ships with vendors and 78% say payments will be completed much 
faster. In addition, 65% expect visibility and transparency of payments 
to be enhanced.

At the same time, 52% of transportation company CFOs expect their 
ability to pay vendors in their preferred currencies to improve as they 
innovate their AP platforms, while 48% expect an increased ability to 
pay vendors with their preferred payment methods.
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Figure 5B: 

Looking at the future of AP platform innovation
Share of transportation, shipping and logistics companies with plans to innovate their AP systems 
citing the areas in which they expect to see very noticeable improvements from innovation

Source: PYMNTS  
Accounts Payable Automation: Why Gig Economy 

Companies See Payables Innovation As Key To Success, 
December 2022 

N = 23: Transportation, logistics and shipping companies 
planning to innovate their AP systems,  

fielded Feb. 15, 2022 – March 2, 2022
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Conclusion
After years of rapid growth, transportation and logistics com-
panies expect the heady pace of expansion to continue for 
the next several years. Many of them plan to continue invest-
ing in automating and upgrading their AP platforms so they 
can manage their growth and reliably pay their suppliers. The 
transportation and logistics companies that remain commit-
ted to sustaining these investments in AP platform innovation 
are likely to be in the best position to succeed through the 
industry’s next growth cycle.

Methodology 

AP Automation: Transportation Companies Innovate To Drive Growth, 
a PYMNTS and Routable collaboration, is based on findings from a 
survey of 204 executives conducted from Feb. 15 to March 2. We sur-
veyed companies that generate less than $1 million in yearly revenue 
to more than $250 million from four industries: transportation, logis-
tics and shipping, online marketplaces, the gig economy and virtual 
events management. Respondents process from 500 to more than 
50,000 payables each month.
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Disclaimer

PYMNTS is where the best minds and the best con-

tent meet on the web to learn about “What’s Next” in 

payments and commerce. Our interactive platform is 

reinventing the way in which companies in payments 

share relevant information about the initiatives that 

shape the future of this dynamic sector and make 

news. Our data and analytics team includes econo-

mists, data scientists and industry analysts who work 

with companies to measure and quantify the innova-

tion that is at the cutting edge of this new world.

Routable’s secure B2B payments solution helps fi-

nance teams automate and simplify the payables pro-

cess from invoice receipt to settlement. With support 

for your existing workflows and the flexibility to scale 

transactions from 100 to 100,000+, the platform was 

purpose-built to handle mass payouts while reducing 

time spent on manual tasks.

For more information, visit www.routable.com.

We are interested in your feedback on this report.  

If you have questions or comments, or if you would  

like to subscribe to this report, please email us at  

feedback@PYMNTS.
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